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Boston, MA BOND promoted Anthony Bond, as president and Kane Cuddy as chief operating
officer for BOND’s Civil & Utility Division.
Tony Bond and Kane Cuddy bring more than 30 years of experience, leadership and expertise
to BOND’s Civil & Utility Division that presently operates in Mass., Conn., R.I., N.J. and the
newly opened Bronx, N.Y. office.
In their new roles, they will spearhead BOND’s long-range strategic plan developing
integrated solutions to align BOND’s exceptional services and capabilities with client’s needs.
This initiative keeps BOND at the forefront of industry trends and innovations and strengthens

the company for continued growth in the Civil & Utility market. They will also play an
important role to continue developing business as BOND expands capabilities across the
Northeast.
“Tony and Kane have contributed outstanding knowledge and expertise to BOND’s client
needs. They will pursue our strategic goals in the evolving Civil & Utility market,” said
Robert Murray, president of BOND. “Working across the entire organization, Tony and Kane
will collaborate with all our business unit leaders and stakeholders to integrate our expertise to
continue the success and growth of the firm, as we evolve and work to stay aligned with our
customers.”
As BOND’s Civil & Utility president, he is responsible for the strategic direction and
long-term growth of the division. He is a fifth generation Bond, having grown up in the
construction industry and with many years of hands-on construction experience concentrating
on complex projects for power & energy clients, as well as clients in the academic and
corporate spaces. He previously held the position of vice president of Oil & Gas showing
tremendous leadership in developing BOND’s New Haven and New York City office, as well
as extending the firm’s reach to the Mid-Atlantic markets.
Bond received his Master of Science in Construction Management from Wentworth Institute
of Technology and a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from the University of
Vermont. He is also an alumnus of the Harvard Business School and in 2015 was named one
of ENR New England’s Top Young Professionals.
Cuddy’s depth of experience is impressive, and his approachable business demeanor is
refreshing. He has been with BOND for more than 15 years, with previous roles including vice
president of operations, vice president of civil infrastructure, director of operations and project
manager. As chief operating officer, he will oversee the operations and financial success of the
division. He has managed the successful delivery of numerous projects within the oil, gas,
electric, power generation and civil infrastructure markets. Some of his projects include the
Middletown-Norwalk 345kV Underground Transmission Line in Connecticut, the Hoosac
Wind project and the NSTAR Newton-West Roxbury Cooling Line.

Cuddy holds an MBA from Boston University and a Bachelor of Science in Construction
Management from Wentworth Institute of Technology. He is also a Commissioned Officer of
the U.S. Army, Northeastern University ROTC 2005.
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